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Abstract. The current underutilization of IPv6 enabled services makes
accesses to them very attractive because of higher availability and better
response time, like the IPv6 specific services from Google and Youtube
have recently got a lot of requests. In this paper, we describe a fuzzing
framework for IPv6 protocols. Fuzzing is a process by which faults are
injected in order to find vulnerabilities in implementations. Our paper describes a machine learning approach, that leverages reinforcement based
fuzzing method. We describe a reinforcement learning algorithm to allow
the framework to autonomically learn the best fuzzing mechanisms and
to automatically test stability and reliability of IPv6.
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Introduction

The prediction that IPv6 implementations will increase due to the limited address space of IPv4 persists since a long time. Actually, a second reason for IPv6
to sprout, occurs because of the current underutilization of IPv6 enabled services, as services provided from Google and Youtube, makes accesses to them
very attractive due to the better response time and higher availability, and these
services receive a lot of requests. Although the usage of IPv6 grows, appropriate
testing and fuzzing frameworks are lacking. These frameworks are important to
assure the reliability of network protocols. For this reason, we assess a fuzzing
framework for IPv6 protocols in order to detect vulnerabilities with the objective
to appraise reliability.
In this paper, we start our analysis by defining a behavioral model of IPv6
protocols with a Finite State Machine of the given protocol. Afterwards, we
inspect the different message types exchanged within the protocol by defining for
every field, a message is composed of, the type of the field, the default value, and
the length of the field. Subsequent to this inspection, we investigate on possible
fuzzing strategies to guarantee efficiency while fuzzing. We employ these fuzzing
strategies in an IPv6-implementation and we propose the usage of two different
reward functions, one based on what is sent to the network, and the other based
on kernel tracing. Finally, we use these reward functions to lead a reinforcement
learning algorithm for learning the fuzzing strategy with the highest reward.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we explain fuzzing and the
different existing fuzzing mechanisms. We introduce reinforcement learning and
explain which model we adopt within our framework in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the analyzed IPv6 protocol and how this analysis is used for implementing
the different fuzzing strategies, and it explains how to integrate reinforcement
learning in our fuzzing framework to make it intelligent. In Section 5 we discuss related work. Lastly, we conclude our work and determine future work in
Section 6.
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Fuzzing

Fuzzing is known as a special case of software testing. It is a method to discover
faults by providing unexpected input while exceptions are monitored. Basically,
there are two different fuzzing styles. On one side, there is the generation based
fuzzer, where the input is created from scratch. While on the other side, the
mutation based fuzzer mutates already existing input but in this case the input
needs to be captured beforehand, i.e. with the help of wireshark3 . The intention
of fuzzing is to expose vulnerabilities of an application, or as in our case, a
network protocol. So, it allows to uncover format string vulnerabilities, bufferoverflows, and integer-overflows.
One example of such a vulnerability is shown in the following code of the
Solaris 8 IP stack [5]
uint8 t
i p o p t p f i r s t ( i p o p t p t ∗ optp , i p h a t ∗ i p h a ) {
uint32 t totallen ;
t o t a l l e n=
ipha−>i p h a v e r s i o n a n d h d r l e n g t h
−( u i n t 8 t ) ( ( IP VERSION<<4)+
IP SIMPLE HDR LENGTH IN WORDS ) ;
t o t a l l e n <<=2;
...
}
The first two fields of the IP header are treated as one field with two components,
the code assumes that the size of the IP options comes out of subtracting a static
value from the first byte. This can lead to a kernel crash when the IP version is
less than 4.
The first approach for fuzzing [14] was to see the whole input as a sequence
of bits and to randomly flip the bits, this is called random fuzzing. Random
fuzzers do not have any knowledge of the protocol, and the input space can
be tremendous. Therefore, it is more effective to use block-based fuzzers [2].
This way, a message is divided in different blocks, the fixed strings and the
variable values. Only the variable input will be fuzzed as it makes no sense to fuzz
the fixed strings, as usually the fixed strings are not considered for processing
3
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a message. The only thing that may have an impact is to change the size of
the fixed fields. In comparison to random fuzzing, block-based fuzzing has the
advantage, that we have knowledge of the type of the fields, this way, we squeeze
the input space not only by ignoring the fixed strings but also by restricting
the fuzzing of some particular fields. Some of these particular fields e.g. the
checksum field, are inspected before the messages are being processed, and in
case the field is obviously erroneous, the messages will not be processed but
dismissed. Concluding, it is useless to fuzz the checksum field as we do not want
the message to be deleted even before penetrating the implementation.
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Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning [10], [18], is known as the problem of an agent that needs
to learn by trial-and-error interactions with a dynamic environment. The agent
gets a reward or punishment based on the interaction taken. In a reinforcement
learning model we have a set of states an agent can be in, and a set of actions
for each state. The agent is in one state and has to choose an action based
on input that provides indications on the current state. Thereafter, the agent
swaps to a different state, and has to choose another action. After each swap the
agent receives a reward, or in some models even a punishment. The objective in
reinforcement learning is to optimize the reward in long-term.
Different algorithms and models have been introduced in order to solve reinforcement learning problems as for temporal difference learning there are QLearning [10], [18] , or the SARSA algorithm [18]. Where temporal-difference
(TD) learning combines Monte Carlo ideas and dynamic programming ideas.
TD incorporates the advantages of both ideas, it learns immediately from raw
experience without a model of the dynamics of the environment. Estimates are
updated based on previous experience. Q-learning is an Off-Policy TD control.
The action-value function Q directly approximates the optimal action-value function Q* without following a behavior policy. Nevertheless, the policy is followed
for determining visited and updated state-action pairs.
SARSA stands for State-Action Reward State-Action and is an On-Policy
TD control. In other reinforcement learning models, only transitions between
states are appraised. In the SARSA algorithm transitions from state-action pair
to state-action pair are considered. This algorithm is an on-policy TD control
as it follows a behavior policy Π. Action values are evaluated and estimated
for this behavior policy, which must be adjusted towards an optimal policy so
that the algorithm performs optimal. We focus on the SARSA algorithm for
our work, as it is an online temporal-difference learning for transitions between
state-action pairs. The following equation shows how the values are updated
after each episode.
Q(st , at ) ← Q(st , at ) + α[rt+1 + γQ(st+1 , at+1 ) − Q(st , at )]

(1)

eQ(s,a)
Πt (s, a) = P r{at = a|st = s} = P Q(s,b)
be

(2)

Equation 1 defines how the estimated values for action a in state s are updated. Q(st , at ) represents the value of performing the action at while being in
state st in moment t. We assume that we have a finite number of states S and
a finite set of actions A. The reward is represented by r, α is a step-size parameter, and γ is a discount rate to determine the importance of future events, is
γ → 0 then it is considered to be shortsighted, is γ → 1 then it is considered as
being farsighted. We also assume to have an action selection probability Πt (s, a)
that assigns for every state probabilities for performing each action as defined
in Equation 2. The objective of reinforcement learning is to learn appropriate
values for the function Q and to estimate the right probabilities Πt . Basically,
Q measures the efficiency of each action in each state while Πt is useful for
driving the exploration path. We see from Equation 1 that actions that have
resulted in positive feedbacks will increase the corresponding Q-values and will
make these actions more probable in the future (by increasing the probability of
these actions).
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IPv6 Protocol Analysis & Fuzzing Framework

This section describes a reinforcement driven fuzzing framework for IPv6. We
consider the Neighbor Discovery Protocol, a simple but heavily used protocol in
IPv6, to illustrate our case.
4.1

Neighbor Discovery Protocol Analysis

The Neighbor Discovery (ND) Protocol replaces the Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP), and the ICMP Router Discovery and Redirect from IPv4. It is used
amongst others for address auto-configuration, to get knowledge about network
prefixes, routes, configuration information, link-layer addresses, and to detect
duplicate IP addresses. This protocol is composed of five different message types:
–
–
–
–
–

Neighbor Solicitation
Neighbor Advertisement
Router Solicitation
Router Advertisement
Redirect Message

Behavioral model
Finite State Machines (FSM) can be used to model the behavior of protocols.
An FSM consists of states and transitions between states. An FSM helps to see
what messages are sent and received in which state. In Figure 1 we can see
the defined FSM, where NS stands for Neighbor Solicitation, NA for Neighbor
Advertisement, RS for Router Solicitation, and RA for Router Advertisement.

The states S1 to S7 describe the address-auto configuration that is launched
when a node is new in a network, as well as for Duplicate Address Detection. For
address-auto configuration in ND, the new node sends out a Neighbor Solicitation
with its own address, if it receives no Neighbor Advertisement, it knows that the
chosen address is not used, so it can use that address. Thereafter, it sends a
Router Solicitation message, in order to configure itself correctly according to
the information it receives from the Router Advertisement. In case it does not
receive a Router Advertisement, it will make a default configuration. Once, the
configurations are finished it is part of the network and it will periodically use the
previous method in order to detect potential duplicate address in the network.
The states from S7 to S11 represent the normal behavior of a configured
node, that sends Router Solicitations and Neighbor Solicitations. The redirect
message is not present in this FSM as this type of message is sent by the router
to inform a node, that a better route exists. In the defined FSM we focussed only
on the behavior of a node. The behavior of the router is not taken into account
in this work, as it would have only little impact on our work.
In order to have a complete view of a protocol, to model an FSM is not
sufficient. We also need to analyze message formats.
Message Inspection
In order to analyze message formats, we decompose the messages into the
fields they are composed of. Once we have all the fields of one message, we define
what type each field has, and what the default value is of that field as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Decomposition of the Neighbor Advertisement message
Neighbor Adverstisement
<IPsource><IPdest><HopLimit><ICMP-Fields >
<IPsource>
(bin, 128bits, prefix + interface address)
<IPdest>
(bin, 128bits, multicast address)
<HopLimit> (HopLimit, 8bits, 255)
<ICMP-field1> (type, 8bits, 136)
<ICMP-field2> (code, 8bits, 0)
<ICMP-field3> (checksum, 16bits, ICMP checksum)
<ICMP-field4> (R, router flag, 1bit)
<ICMP-field5> (S, solicitation flag, 1bit)
<ICMP-field6> (O, override flag, 1bit)
<ICMP-field7> (reserved, 29bits, unused)
<ICMP-field8> (target address, bin, 128bits)

Fig. 1. Finite State Machine of the Neighbor Discovery Protocol

4.2

Fuzzing Strategies

After analyzing the protocol and the messages, we need to define what strategies
we want to apply in order to detect vulnerabilities efficiently. Many different
methods and strategies exist for fuzzing [9].
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Deleting fields
Inserting fields
Modifying value of a field
Inserting message based on the behavioral model
Repeating message based on the behavioral model
Dropping message based on the behavioral model

One possibility is to modify one or more data fields. This will have as consequence
that an endpoint in the network has to handle wrong input. The data fields can
be modified by deleting the fields, by inserting fields, or by modifying the value
of the data field. Another possibility is to change the message type, by saying

Table 2. Fuzzing of the Neighbor Advertisement message
Neighbor Adverstisement
<IPsource><IPdest><HopLimit><ICMP-Fields >
<IPsource>
(bin, 128bits, prefix + interface address)
<IPdest>
(bin, 128bits, multicast address)
<HopLimit>
(HopLimit, 8bits, 255)
<ICMP-field1> (type, 8bits, 137)
(1)
<ICMP-field2> (code, 8bits, 0)
<ICMP-field3> (checksum, 16bits, ICMP checksum)
<ICMP-field3> (checksum, 16bits, ICMP checksum)
<ICMP-field4> (R, router flag, 1bit)
<ICMP-field5> (S, Solicitation flag, 1bit)
(3)
<ICMP-field7> (reserved, 29bits, unused)
<ICMP-field8> (target address, bin, 128bits)

(2)

that this message is of another type. In Table 2 examples for fuzzing the neighbor
advertisement message are shown. (1) shows the changed type field, originally
the ICMP message type is 136, here we changed it to 137. (2) shows the duplicate
checksum field. In (3) we deleted the ICMP-field 6.
These described methods mutate the content of the message, but we can also
mutate a message-order, i.e.sending a different order of messages by inserting,
repeating, or dropping messages inside one session. Practically, this means that
we need to create/mutate packets with changed data fields, based on the protocol
and message analysis we have done previously.
Strategical behavior
If we were to model the fuzzing strategies and the associated protocol state
machine like one single state machine, we would need one state for each combination of fuzzing strategy and state. This can lead to a state explosion because we
have for each state six fuzzing strategies that we applied to k fields. Resulting,
we have k 6 possibilities. For our example, considering the Neighbor Advertisement message where we have 11 fields, this means that we have 116 possibilities
for only one state and concluding, we have 11 ∗ 116 possibilities as we have 11
states in our FSM. This leads to a state space explosion.
To counteract this problem, we determine another FSM but not based on
the behavioral model of the protocol but on the strategical model, meaning that
we will use the different fuzzing strategies as state model as shown in Figure 2.
The states are mapped to the fuzzing strategies as follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–

A - Deleting fields
B - Inserting fields
C - Modifying value of a field
D - Inserting message based on the behavioral model
E - Repeating message based on the behavioral model
F - Dropping message based on the behavioral model

Fig. 2. Fuzzing strategies as behavior model

This model has two advantages in comparison to the usage of the FSM of
the behavioral model of the protocol. On one side we counteract the state space
explosion, and on the other side we provide a general fuzzing model, that can
be adapted to other network protocols.
4.3

Framework for adopting a Reinforcement Learning model

For adopting a reinforcement Learning model, we need to have a reward function,
so that we can deduce for every action in a specified state a reward. For a reward
function, one needs to quantify the impact of IPv6 messages sent to one machine,
or to a whole network. One way to see and quantify the impact on the host, lies
in pursuing a message and to see the amount of function or system calls executed
due to that message. Therefore, we need to trace the IPv6 messages. For this
purpose we configure the kernel so that we can trace and follow the mutated
IPv6 messages. We start by downloading a kernel compilation via git-core. We
configure the kernel with the command make menuconfig, under kernel hacking
we can find the section tracers where we can enable kernel function tracer. This
way we can trace function calls, as memcpy, kmalloc, etc.
Furthermore, we can debug the IPv6 modules of the kernel, by integrating debugging code. After the recompilation of the kernel, we have output of
the protocol implementation and we see what code has been executed in which
module. We also have information if errors occurred while processing the message. Finally, we can take this information and allocate the number of methods
or functions called to the fuzzed messages. Based on this, we have a quantifying
mechanism for our reward function. Another way to quantify the impact of our
fuzzing framework, is to monitor the messages sent from the host to be fuzzed.
This way we can see if the host responds correctly or not, and if the responses
are delayed.
Hence, we can conclude three different reward functions for our framework,
one for the tracing, one for the debugging, and another one for monitoring the
network. The first reward function is based on the entropy and the power the

function calls produce due to the fuzzed input. The entropy represents the heterogeneity of the fuzzing framework as the distribution of the functions called
due to one message over all available functions where qi is the number of different
functions called. The entropy of a message qt is defined as:
H(qt ) = −

m
X

pt,i log(pt,i )

(3)

i=1

where:

qt,i
pt,i = Pm

i=1 qt,i

The power represents the amount of the functions called due to one input
message. The power is defined as follows:
v
um
uX
2
qt,i
(4)
P ower(qt ) = t
i=1

We normalize these two metrics and assemble both functions, for entropy
Equation 3 and for power Equation 4, to glean a resulting reward function for
tracing as follows:
r(qt )trace = H(qt )norm + P ower(qt )norm
For debugging we define following reward function:
(
1, if error monitored
r(qt )deb =
0, if no error monitored

(5)

(6)

For monitoring messages on the network we specify the following reward
function:
(
1, if corrupt or delayed message monitored
r(qt )mon =
(7)
0, if correct response and no delay monitored
Finally, we can calculate an overall payoff function out of Equation 5, Equation 6, and Equation 7 as follows:
r(qt ) = r(qt )trace + r(qt )deb + r(qt )mon

(8)

A potential reinforcement learning process chain could look like Figure 3
shows.
The objective of this framework is to create an autonomic fuzzer, that can
send wrong/fuzzed messages to a host, and that based on monitoring for exceptions, considering the responses of the host that might be corrupt or delayed,
learns the impact of the fuzzed messages. While integrating reinforcement learning, we allow the fuzzer to become autonomic as it will choose the fuzzing strategy for given messages that return the optimal reward and based on the messages
returned it can detect in which state it resides. This way, the framework learns
the best strategies.

Fig. 3. Potential reinforcement learning process chain of our framework

5

Related Work

One can approach the fuzzing problem by different techniques, as using symbolic
execution [3], [13], [8], where input variables are made symbolic, and constraints
are assembled to these variables along the execution path. Tracing tainted data
is another approach where system functions and system calls from input data
are followed to trace the behavior of an application as described in [19], [16],
[6]. Taint tracing has an important benefit to the symbolic execution. In taint
tracing the source code of the application is not needed, whereas it is needed for
symbolic execution.
Modeling techniques, as event driven models based on extended finite state
machines [12], or markov models [17], are used in some papers for detecting
flaws and for testing. In [9] a model-based approach for flaw detection based on
a finite state machine model as well as fuzzing strategies are proposed. Reverse
engineering is used in [4] for fuzzing purposes.
The authors of [11] provide a quantification of the extent of IPv6 deployment,
they collect and analyze a variety of data to characterize IPv6 penetration.
TTCN is a testing framework, which is used for IPv6 testing in [21] and in [20]
it is used for testing Neighbor Discovery Protocol. The problem with testing is
that, a system or in this case a network protocol is testing with correct input to
see if the protocol works as it is specified in the RFC. Testing does not provide
any framework for unexpected input, whereas this is the objective of Fuzzing.
Reinforcement learning has been addressed in many papers and books, so
Sutton and Barto [18] give a good overview of the existing approaches for reinforcement learning. In [10], the major algorithms are explained. The authors of
[7] propose to use graph kernels and gaussian processes for relational reinforcement learning.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has been investigating on
Fuzzing using Reinforcement Learning methods.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we proposed and assessed a autonomic fuzzing framework for IPv6
protocols. An overview has been given on fuzzing methods and reinforcement
learning algorithms. We analyzed the Neighbor Discovery Protocol by specifying
a finite state machine and decomposing the different message types. We showed
how fuzzing can be used for vulnerability detection in IPv6 protocols by applying
different fuzzing strategies. We adopt a reinforcement learning algorithm by
defining a reward function that is composed of three different functions based
on different monitoring techniques. We used reinforcement learning with the
objective to make our fuzzing framework intelligent so that it will learn which
fuzzing strategies are most effective.
For future work, we plan to give a proof of concept of this work and we want to
apply different reinforcement learning models to see which performs best within
our framework. This framework can be adopted for other network protocols, for
instance SIP (Session Initiation Protocol). The future work consists in adopting
this framework for other IPv6 protocols, as ICMPv6 and also for other network
protocols. We plan to integrate this framework into the fuzzing framework KiF
[1]
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